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Designed for the IT professional with 1-3 years of  experience who needs to put their experience to work quickly and effectively in  an XP environment, this practical guide offers readers skill-building as well as  troubleshooting information on Windows XP.

If you’re working as an A+ technician, the odds are you need to support Windows  XP. This accessible quick reference is the ideal on-the-job companion, featuring  easy-to-find information in a step-by-step, task-oriented format. Inside, you’ll  get plenty of optimization and troubleshooting tips and solutions, logically  organized by topic. With this practical guidebook on hand, you’ll be able to  diagnose and fix most any Windows XP problem quickly and easily.
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Engineering Asset Management - Systems, Professional Practices and Certification: Proceedings of the 8th World Congress on Engineering Asset ... (Lecture Notes in Mechanical Engineering)Springer, 2014

	This proceeding represents state-of-the-art trends and developments in the emerging field of engineering asset management as presented at the Eight World Congress on Engineering Asset Management (WCEAM). The Proceedings of the WCEAM 2013 is an excellent reference for practitioners, researchers and students in the multidisciplinary field of...
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Surgical Critical Care and Emergency Surgery: Clinical Questions and AnswersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	This is a unique question-and-answer book for surgical residents and trainees, concentrating on the growing subspecialty of surgery in critical care and emergency surgery. This book covers all surgical aspects of critical care and acute or emergency surgery, making it an ideal learning and review  text for surgical trainees and those...
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Electric Machinery and Power System FundamentalsMcGraw-Hill, 2001
Stephen J. Chapman is a leading author in the area of machines. He brings his expertise to the table again in "An Introduction to Electric Machinery and Power Systems." This text is designed to be used in a course that combines machinery and power systems into one semester. Chapman's new book is designed to be flexible and allow...
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Classroom Wars: Language, Sex, and the Making of Modern Political CultureOxford University Press, 2015

	The schoolhouse has long been a crucible in the construction and contestation of the political concept of "family values." Through Spanish-bilingual and sex education, moderates and conservatives in California came to define the family as a politicized and racialized site in the late 1960s and 1970s. Sex education became a vital...
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The Coffee Lover's Diet: Change Your Coffee, Change Your LifeWilliam Morrow, 2017

	Improve your brain. Extend your life. Enhance your health. Discover the power of Polyphenols. Drop those extra pounds.


	Dr. Bob Arnot, the bestselling author of The Aztec Diet, shows you how to use the power of America’s favorite drink—coffee—to achieve improved health, longevity,...
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Access 2003 Personal TrainerO'Reilly, 2005
As the most popular database management program on the market, Microsoft Access didn't need much improvement.  But with the release of Access 2003, Microsoft managed to further enhance the way people organize, access, and share information.  
 			
 In this new version, Access is more capable than ever, thanks to additional features like...
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